As was remarked in part I, § 1, the hodograph transformation offers one of the most hopeful approaches to trans-sonic flow problems. But it is ill adapted for solving exactly the problem of flow past a contour of given shape. Boundary conditions more remote from this ideal one are necessary, chosen to give, past a contour approximating to the one desired, a flow exactly solving the equations of motion. Thus in part I (Symmetrical Channels) the velocity distribution along the axis was stipulated. In the problem of flow round a body, uniform and subsonic a t infinity but possibly supersonic in certain regions, it is convenient to construct a flow such as will reduce to the incompressible flow round a body of approximately the same shape when the Mach number tends to zero. Some previous writers have sought to do this by expanding in series in different parts of the incompressible hodograph plane (at least four distinct expansions being necessary to cover the plane) and then modifying each series to allow for compressibility. While each modified series satisfied the equations of motion, they were not analytic continua tions of each other, so their combination corresponded to no physical possibility.
As was remarked in part I, § 1, the hodograph transformation offers one of the most hopeful approaches to trans-sonic flow problems. But it is ill adapted for solving exactly the problem of flow past a contour of given shape. Boundary conditions more remote from this ideal one are necessary, chosen to give, past a contour approximating to the one desired, a flow exactly solving the equations of motion. Thus in part I (Symmetrical Channels) the velocity distribution along the axis was stipulated. In the problem of flow round a body, uniform and subsonic a t infinity but possibly supersonic in certain regions, it is convenient to construct a flow such as will reduce to the incompressible flow round a body of approximately the same shape when the Mach number tends to zero. Some previous writers have sought to do this by expanding in series in different parts of the incompressible hodograph plane (at least four distinct expansions being necessary to cover the plane) and then modifying each series to allow for compressibility. While each modified series satisfied the equations of motion, they were not analytic continua tions of each other, so their combination corresponded to no physical possibility.
These statements on previous writers' work are proved in the Appendix. In § 2 a solution valid over the whole subsonic region of the physical plane is given. This solution is given in terms of integrals in the physical plane for the incompressible flow and can therefore be used when only data of the most numerical kind are available concerning this flow (to which the solution reduces when the Mach number tends to zero). In § 4 it is shown how, when an analytic series (of a very general type) is available in the incompressible flow, the solution can be continued into the super sonic region. The solution contains an arbitrary function: so the different possible determinations of this function lead to an infinity of solutions of the compressible flow problem, all tending to the given incompressible flow as the Mach number tends to zero. I t is shown th at when circulation is absent all these solutions give a possible physical picture: the natural consequence is to take the simplest one, which particular solution is discussed in § 5. In § 6 it is seen th at when circulation is present, however, all the solutions but one give a physical plane which does not close up behind the body. The single solution which gives a physically sensible result in this case is determined and its properties are investigated in §6. The results of part II on the fundamental functions ^u(t) are used throughout the work.
Mention must be made of the work of Bergman (1945) , who treats the same problem. The present method however seems to us simpler and more general; in th a t of Bergman (which does not use the ^n(r)) the order of magnitude of functions involved is uncertain, with accompanying difficulties about convergence especially in the supersonic region; further it gives no practical method of treating flow with circulation. A recent paper by Tsien & Kuo (1946) is discussed in the Appendix.
As in part I the singularities in the hodograph transformation must be carefully investigated. Here one has incompressible theory as a guide. In the hodograph plane in incompressible flow round a body the potential and stream-function are (at least) two-valued functions-the hodograph plane may be said to be a Riemann surface of (at least) two sheets. When circulation is absent a branch-point where two values divide is the point corresponding to the point at infinity in the physical plane. When it is present, however, this branch-point corresponds to a finite point in the physical plane, while to the point at infinity corresponds a point (on one sheet only) which is another singularity of the potential and stream-function (the former suffering a fixed increase each time the point is encircled).
For compressible flow it may be expected (and will be proved) that all this will remain true in the subsonic region, since there branch-points must be isolated (it was proved in part I, § 3, that a line of branch-points must be a characteristic and hence supersonic). In the supersonic region two difficulties may arise. First a line of branch-points as in part I : but this appears to be absent in most problems of flow round a body. Secondly a ' limit line ' where the streamlines turn back on themselves (occurring without any sign of a singularity in the hodograph plane). All possible forms of singularity in the hodograph transformation have been investigated by Craggs (unpublished): all the non-trivial ones are mentioned above. He shows that the limit lines must themselves be cusped, th at the cusp is the point on them at which the speed is lowest but that even there it must exceed the sonic speed. The streamline through the cusp is regular, while all those on one side of it pass over the first branch of the limit line, turn back at the second, turn back again on reaching the first once more and then proceed regularly. Shen Yuan, in a London Ph.D. thesis, has found limit lines of this form occurring (his solutions for high and low speeds do not join up-see above-but each is locally possible): it appears that the solutions first reach physical impossibility when the cusped limit line penetrates from the inside the surface of the body. (At the Mach number for which this happens the shock-wave may be expected first to appear.) Discussion of the incidence of limit lines in the solutions proposed below is postponed.
D eduction of compressible from incom pressible field of flow
If an incompressible field of flow round a body has complex potential being an analytic function outside the body (with possibly a real period, the circulation, as the body is encircled), and if dw/dz -£ a certain stagnation point (where £ = 0) w = J cn^n = S
71= 0 71=0
and the velocity at infinity is taken as unity; under these circumstances several authors have taken for the corresponding compressible flow (with as in equa tion (7) of part II)
where r -((/max the 'maximum velocity', taken as unity in part I) and r 0 is the value of r a t infinity. The object of the factor [v^w(To)]_1 make (2) tend to the imaginary part of (1) as (/max-*00* ancl to cause the singularity of (2) at r = r 0 to resemble that of (1) at q = 1. This factor [^n(T0)]_1 is, however, unsatisfactory: the results of using it are indicated in the Appendix. A general factor f(n,T0) is substituted for it, giving
= 0
/ is assumed to satisfy the following conditions when 0 < r 0 < 1 )/(y + 1): (i) f(n, t0) is analytic as a function of n in the whole complex plane except pos sibly at certain real poles (not non-positive integers) at each of which its residue is real.
(ii) If 8q is the value of s (part II, equation (6)) at r = r 0, then there is a function A (tq) and a sequence of closed contours L r, whose distance from the origin (which each encircles once) tends to infinity as and whose distance from any pole of f(n, Tq)or of frn(r) is always greater than 8 >0, \f(n,T0)ens°-A{T0) | on L r tends to zero as r->oo.
(iii) f(n, t 0)~TQi n as r 0-» 0, uniformly for all at a distance 8>0 from any po of f{n,t0) for t0 < 8.
More roughly (ii) states that, for large w,/(w ,rfl)~4 e _M»; since ? A«,(T) ~ Vens this ensures parallel behaviour between (3) and (1) near r = t0 and 1 respectively; (iii) states th at (3) tends to the imaginary part of (1) as </max->oo.
The consequences of (3) will be investigated, in particular its continuation over the whole plane. I t will be found that any f(n, r 0) satisfying the above conditions gives a possible solution when circulation is absent: therefore the simplest value f{n, Tq) = will be chosen in this case. When circulation is present, however, it will be found th a t only one f(n, t0) gives a possible solution (see § 6).
Two results are now proved (equations (6) and (7)) which reduce to theorem 3 (with Cor. 1) of part II when f(n, r 0) = e~ns», and have completely analogous proofs. Consider as a function of n (with r and r 0 subsonic)
To By theorem 2 of part II and condition (ii) on /, the maximum modulus of on L r tends to zero as r-»oo. If the poles of ^ are at residue of n~1irn(T) f(n, r0) at n = (i) on / all the p m and rm are real. Also either or ) is independent of r. For if p m is a pole of f j j ) then rm = by theorem 1 of part II: while, if it is a pole of f (n, t0) at which the latter r m = P m f p J j ) R .
T PflPm fed-
If 2 rmepm ( s o-s) converges absolutely, then J2 is an analytic function of n except at m-1 poles n = Px,p2 ,its principal part at each pole is th at of Jx\ and, if | | ->oo in such a manner as to remain at distance > S from each p m then J2-> 0. Hence Jx -J2 is an integral function whose maximum modulus on L r tends to zero as r->oo:
and also, since
The holograph transformation in trans-sonic flow. I l l I t is now shown how from (6) and (7) the continuation of (3) over the whole subsonic region can be found: here we proceed formally as the validity of the answer can be verified independently. Equation (3) when r is subsonic can be written, using (6), as 2 cnen(s_so-<0)+ 2 2 ncr
Now p m depends on m and r 0 only, since the poles of ftn{r) as function of n are independent of r. gm therefore depends only on m, r 0 and £0. rm is a multiple of 00 irvJ j ) or ft-PnS-7)-Hence the series 2 9mrme~iPmd independently a solution of the i equation of the motion: hence (8) without it, or
is a solution of the equation of motion. (9) is fundamental in this paper. It exists for all subsonic r for which it converges: ill always choose f ( n ,r0) so that it converges for all subsonic r. It can be shown by formal differentiation that (9) satisfies the equation of motion (1) of part II, iple of
x If ±p,ST) an(^ that (7) holds with A independent of r. This we regard as the real basis of (9). For example (9) is deduced from an equation (3) which implies that f(n,T0) is finite for positive integral n. However (9) will still be a solution if f(n, t0) has poles at the positive integers, i.e. if some of the pm are positive integers. In fact / was not required to be finite for positive integral n either in conditions (i) to (iii) or in the proof of (6) and (7): hence the proof of (9) by formal differentiation holds. (Of course, when a n y p m ^ 1, £0 must be taken 4= 0 in (9) to secure convergence of the integrals.)
Q is a regular function of £ on the Riemann surface (referred to in § 1) which represents the hodograph plane in the incompressible flow. This surface is called R: it has at least two sheets, which divide when circulation is absent at th point corresponding to the point at infinity. (For under these circumstances
is a regular function of z in the whole z-planef when circulation is absent (for the same reason). (When circulation k is present, then Ym in body is encircled once in the positive direction.) Since z(£) is regular on R and Ym(z) is regular in the whole z-plane,
But the integral in (9) can be written Z m( Hence circulation is absent, on the Riemann surface for (r, 6) defined by the condition that es~so~ie lies on R. This Riemann surface, which we call R*, is the hodograph plane for the compressible flow. (So far we have defined its subsonic portion only, but we will give the name R *t o the whole surface as continued b below, §4, beyond the sonic line: the subsonic portion will be denoted henceforth by SR*.) SR* must have singularities corresponding to all those of R with | £ | < e°"~so (<r is the value of s on the sonic line; part II, equation (6)): in particular a branch point a t t = t 0, 6 = 0.
M. J. Lighthill 3. Passage to the physical plane
Write now p 0 = 0, r0 = / ( 0, r 0), so th at (9) can be writ without being changed by more than a constant. Taking the imaginary part we have Here we have put w = 0 + i T for the incompressible flow and q for the m 6 for the direction, of the velocity (so that £ = suffix unity refers to the variable of integration, the limits being from the point (&0, W0) where £ = £0 to the point ( 0,W ); the t implicit in rm is defined by the equation es~s« = q (using the one-one relation between s, r -part II, equation (6)-which holds in the subsonic range). Viewed in this way the relation £ = es -s 0-i o j s a trans pressible to the compressible flow plane: (13) then gives the transformed value of W and we will find below (equation (20)) the transformed value of z. The reader should notice that 6 is the same in both flows.
(13) is an advantageous form of solution compared with series forms like (3), quite apart from its extended range of validity, since it enables xjr to be computed even if data of only the most numerical kind are available concerning the incom pressible flow. The lower limit of integration should be taken on the body (in the incompressible flow): for a point on the body in the compressible flow the corre sponding incompressible point will be close to the body and (13) becomes an integral along the body (T constant) plus a short integral with constant. A similar expression is derived for the co-ordinates of the physical plane for the compressible flow. If these are X, D, and £ + iD -3> then as can be found by inverting the expressions for \]sT, < f)r in terms of XT, S J)T and for fto, (j)e in terms of dig, tyg and using equations (1) and (18) of part I.
In future the velocity at infinity (in the compressible flow) is taken as unity; since it is gmaxr o> this means that qm & x = (13) and (14) then give for 3 (writing r'm for dr ml dr)
Since q = es~s«, the coefficient of x FT + ix Pgj2T is, by (7) (with this new notation r0 = /(0, t0), p0 = 0), A{tq) V(t). Now use the fact that (14) Using (6) for n -1, both by itself and differentiated with respect to r, and usin (19) is reduced to | / ( 1, t0) (^( t) + ^t-1^^) ) . Similarly the coefficient of in (18) is found to be Q^o lrf times -£ /(-l , r 0) (t ) + | t-1^_ 1(7)). By to equation (7) in part II
i(r) = ( 2 y -2 )-1 (^( r ) + ir~Y i(r )) = T * /(y -1) <2-The holograph transformation in trans-sonic flow. I l l
Hence finally (14) as well as the first, so it must be true to within an arbitrary constant, which can be neglected. I t is noticed at once th at all the integrals in (20) are one-valued when circulation is absent: hence the flow closes up behind the body. The reader is reminded th at the lower limit in the integrals of (20), as in all those left indefinite in this paper, is the point £ = £0, z = 0, which can be chosen arbitrarily in the incompressible plane. It is now observed th at in the above investigation it has been tacitly assumed that none of the pm are ± 1. The assumption (i) on f(n, r 0) (together with theorem 1 of part II) excludes the value -1 for a pm, but it will be necessary to consider a r 0) with a pole at n = + 1. When this is so we take p x -The changes th at have to made in the work of this section are as follows:
(i) In (16), on the left-hand side, replace giQ-ipflfi-df)
(ii) In (17) replace as in (i). (iii) Use in addition to those integrals calculated between (17) and (18) the result jid(00 + iW6)eiedd = log q \{0e + iWe) eie dO -j(log q -id) = qz log q~q\ I0® dw = q z\o g q -q^\o g^d z. This is found, using (6) and (7), to be
Urn [ i ( y n(T) /(«, r 0) -^S _ ) + i (^( t) /(», r 0) -^) ] .
(22) (vi) There is in addition a term in Jlog C,dz with coefficient Q(r0/r)i times
-k K + ^r-%).
The conclusion is that under these circumstances (20) The term j log £dz is one-valued, like the other integrals involved, in the absence of circulation. When circulation k is present it increases by k once in the positive direction.
E x pansio ns in ser ies
It is of some importance to ascertain the form taken by (9) when is given as a series
Zdn£n, the range of n including positive, negative, integral and fractiona terms in general (such a series will be spoken of henceforth as a ' generalized Laurent expansion'). When es-s0-ie is inside the domain where the series conve be written 
£ -P r n d w ( Q + £ ' ------(e( n -p m)(s-s I (£5

J C o n~Vm J
where Z ' signifies th at the term n -if it occurs is to be replaced by
ndn(s -s0 -id -log £x).
Equation (25) can be written as
where em includes all the terms involving £l5 so that Z ' now signifies th at the term n = p mis to be replaced by ndn (s -s0 -id) . (26) in turn is > / T fl ~^ ^ 3 2 e™r"e-'»«» + 3 £dne~M n S ' " m-0 m=0 % Pn (27) with Y / signifying that the term p m = ni f it occurs is to b m -0 Clearly the first series in (27) must be independent of the particular choice of since the second series and ft are equally so. The 'nth term ' of the second series, when the term p m = n does not occur, is dnftn{j) f(n, t0) e~in6, by (6). Whe occur, say when p q = n, we have 00 r e(w-p,")(s-s0) n S ' -------------ra =0 n Vm If the series w = Edn ft1 is absolutely convergent in a region containing part of the line | £ | = e°'~®o which corresponds to the sonic line, then the series
is majorized by E\ dn | en < Tns»+ 0<-n' > when r is supersonic, by theorems 4 an part II and condition (ii) on /. Thus (30) converges for all supersonic r (as well as some subsonic r). The convergence of the other two series in (29) will depend on the choice of/, but it will be seen ( § § 5 and 6) that for th e/actu ally chosen both are also convergent for all supersonic r.
It is now seen that when a generalized Laurent expansion exists and is absolutely convergent in a region containing part of the line | £ | = ea-~s°, then the solution (9) can be continued into the supersonic region, and ft is regular in the whole supersonic region. Thus 'branch lines' such as were found in part I cannot occur: the only singularities possible when ft is regular in the hodograph plane are 'limit lines' (see § 1).
The region of validity of (29) will be the whole area which can be joined, to the part of SR* corresponding to the region where Edn £M converges, by paths wholly supersonic. If there are two supersonic regions it may therefore be necessary to use two expansions.
T he C A S E / ( r i , r0) = e~ns»
We have seen that when circulation is absent any f(n, r 0) satisfying conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) gives a possible solution, tending to the given incompressible solution when g'max-^00-Hence in this case the simplest / satisfying these conditions should be taken, namely f(n, r 0) = e~ns< > . The poles of ftn(r) f(n, t0) are then simply those of ftn(T), i.e. n = -2, -3, -4,... (theorem 1 of part II) so can be written if it is arranged th at the term m = 1 shall be omitted by taking rm of n~x\lrn(r) f{n, r 0) at n = -mi s Cm\]frn{T) e™ 8 becomes oo p e* *°i
with the convention C0 -1, Cx = 0. Since (27m)~x e"2<rm and Few8 (theorems 1 and 2 of part II) as m->oo, (31) will converge if the integral, Z m(e8~8o~ie) in the nota K < e2(T~8~8o. But if li s a path joining £0 and es~8°~ie (on the Riemann and K is the maximum of j £ | thereon, then
Hence (31) converges for all points (r, 0) in such th at the point es~8f>~id can be joined to £0 by a path in R on which max | £ | < e2cr~s-so. Two alternative sufficient conditions for this to be true for all points in are (i) Every point in the incompressible field of flow can be reached by a line from the point at infinity such th at the maximum velocity on the fine is at one end or the other.
(ii) The subsonic region (in the compressible flow field) is connected. For if (i) holds one can take if < m ax(| £0 |, es, es_s«) for any #> 0. If and | £0 | < e0--8# all three can be made less than e2<r_8_8«. Alternatively if (ii) holds one can take K <e<r_8» since any point in SR* can be joined to £0 by paths in SR*. This again is less than e2<r-8-8o if s < cr.
In practical cases it is believed that the whole of SR* would satisfy the condition. In any case (31) converges in the part of which can be reached by paths in SR* from the point corresponding to £0.
The form of 3 in this case is deduced from (20). This becomes 
under the convention th at though Cx and G_x are zero, Cmj(m + l) for = -1 is to he interpreted as -(2y -2) and 1) for m = 1 as (2y -2)-1. (34) is simply a more elegant way of writing (33): in making the transformation we have used the footnote to equation (7) of part II.
I t should be observed that when y = -1 the case considered in the present section becomes the Karman-Tsien approximation. For then (as was observed in part II) all the Cm ( m> 0) are zero. Hence (31) becomes xjr = IP and (33) contains only the terms in z and J*£2dz: this agrees with the Karman-Tsien theory and the coefficients of the last two expressions also agree, as does the relation = The additional terms in (31) and (33)-involving the Cm-may be regarded as correction terms to the Karman-Tsien theory.
W ith the f(n ,r 0) of this section equation (28) becomes
using (42) or (44) 
The last series has been written so as to evince th at it satisfies the equation of motion. Now the first series in (36) will converge everywhere if em = ) where K < (for (7m~ (27rm)-1e"2o'w, \Jrm = 0(ecxm+0{m)) as m->oo). Since this condition holds if | | < ea~s< > and there is a path from £0 to £x with | £ | < ecr~s°e verywhere on it. Thus, if the region of convergence of contains any such point, the first series in (36) converges. The convergence of the second series has already been dealt with in § 4, and that of the third depends on identical conditions with th at of the second since the term in square brackets is shown by theorems 4, 5 and 6 of part II to be of essentially the same magnitude as ea(s»_<r). The remarks of §4 on continuation into the supersonic region therefore hold good under these circumstances.
F low with circulation
The form of f(n, r 0) necessary to make these solutions possible when there is a circulation, say Jc, round the body is now investigated. Both ^ and 3 must be one valued functions. Now dz increases by (1 -p m) Jc if the body is encircled once
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in the positive direction, since for £near unity 
Since rm is proportional to \Jf_Pm{T) if p m is a pole of a of f(n,r 0), one of p m and pm. must be a pole of ^w(t) and the other a pole of f(n, r 0). Hence the poles of f ( n ,r0) must be at n = 2, possibility. Now the residue of n~x*Jfn(T)f{n, r 0) at (for m ^ 2) is <?m^w( T ) / ( -m , r 0).
Hence by (39) that at n -m for ^ 2 must be
so th at the residue of at n = is mr^c^(' m,T°)'
Now observe successively: (i) ^-n(To) satisfies (41) with 1 for (l+ ra )/(lso does any derivative of ^_ n(r0) with respect to r 0.
(ii) Correcting this it is found that ^_ n(T0)/(l -satisfies ( Taking th e n /(n ,r0) = [^-n(To)+f(To)f'-n(To)V(ln )w here ~ we must now impose the condition that 3 be one-valued. 3 is given by (23) since f(n, t0) has a pole at n = 1. The period of (23), as the body is encircled positive direction, is Since, on a simple linear perturbation theory, the quantity circulation (velocity a t infinity) (aerofoil chord) is found to vary as (1 -ra2)_i, the above result indicates th at the aerofoil given by the formulae of this paper will contract as the main stream Mach number increases. This fact alone need not be disturbing, as the flows past similar figures are similar.
If the circulation in the incompressible flow has been chosen to satisfy the Joukowski condition of zero velocity at a corner (the trailing edge), this will continue to be satisfied in the compressible flow. For stagnation-points must correspond: and the corner must correspond to a corner in the compressible flow (with the same angle in fact), since near any stagnation-point the right-hand side of equation (49) can be written as a linear function of z plus terms of sm from the stagnation-point (the effects of those terms in (49) whose appearance seems to contradict this statement actually cancel one another out). Similarly at a cusp in the incompressible flow plane at which the velocity is finite 3 is a linear function of z and z plus terms of smaller order, so that a cusp appears also in the compressible flow plane and the velocity is also finite. Thus both types of Joukowski condition are preserved by the transformation.
Concluding remarks
A very general solution has been given of the problem of finding a subsonic flow round a body which reduces, when the Mach number becomes zero, to a given in compressible flow. Since this solution is valid everywhere the error made by some writers of using series in different parts of the plane which are not analytic con tinuations of one another is avoided. The only functions needed in this solution are a few auxiliary ones and the irm(T) and for positive integ these (the latter for ra -1, 2,..., 15) will be published shortly. In t equations (31), (34), (46) and (49) the rath term is of order M 2m (M the main stream Mach number) as M-> 0. If each is terminated at the rath term the result true to this order. Every case of our general solution is valid when circulation is absent, so the simplest has been singled out in § 5. When circulation is present one solution was found to the problem in § 6, which made it appear likely that it is the only solution. | If it was desired to treat the same body with and without circulation it would of course be advisable to use the method of § 6 for both problems.
For a partially supersonic flow, however, this solution is not nearly so complete. Where the subsonic solution requires only the velocity field near the body to calculate its integrals, some sort of series expansion is needed in the supersonic region before it is possible to proceed. More precisely a 'generalized Laurent expansion' f Except, of course, those obtainable by replacing the w therein by any function w(z, r0) tending to the original w(z) as r0 -> 0.
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